Protecting your team’s and operators’ safety while adhering to the rules of engagement and other restrictions in the face of extreme, complex, and unpredictable threats is an ongoing challenge. Centurions Defense supports our clients with proven tailored consulting and training programs.

Centurions Defense was born out of the critical need of overseas’ operators to possess the most effective close quarters combatives training during American war time operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. Our senior members served in combat operations during Vietnam, Desert Storm, Africa, Eastern European Conflicts, Iraq, and Afghanistan, as well as classified operations abroad.

**The Discretionary Tactics Advantage**
Discretionary Tactics programs give the operator options – to subdue, incapacitate or eliminate. We teach techniques for use with the primary or secondary weapon, or with any other weapon including open hand. Focusing on a single technique improves retention and practical application on the battlefield.

Our Programs: CADS / SHRIKE / PCM

**CADS: Counter Aggressor Defense System**
Unlike more traditional military based fighting styles that focus solely on lethal force, CADS techniques have controlling range to apply as much force as needed at the operator’s discretion. No other system of combatives offers the total versatility and control of Centurions Defense CADS program.

CADS training provides the client the necessary tools to single handedly confront multiple opponents. These tools have been developed by seasoned combat veteran instructors selecting the most effective components of proven tactical combatives.

**SHRIKE: Strategic Hostile Response Intentional Killing Engagement**
Centurions Defense SHRIKE program is intended only for lethal force applications. For the elimination of sentries, escaping detainment, or close quarters kills, SHRIKE delivers fast expedient force to an enemy’s vital areas. Training focuses on exploiting the enemy’s anatomy and physiology as well as overcoming enemy personal protection such as plate armor, gas masks, helmets, and other. SHRIKE operators are also taught a wide variety of escape procedures from standard hand cuffs to other binding tools.

**PCM: Prisoner Control and Movement**
Centurions Defense PCM techniques focus on the vulnerabilities of the opponent. These techniques are effective while minimizing damage and injury to the opponent. The operator’s focus is to target specific pressure points and control points on the aggressor’s body to create an immediate disabling effect, allowing the operator to take more immediate control of both the aggressor and the situation.

Additional PCM training covers searches and moving the prisoner for transport especially in high risk areas where the local populace can also be a formidable threat. Operators are also instructed on how to move a detainee using misdirection.
CADS / SHRIKE / PCM Techniques

Centurions Defense Programs address practical issues such as hand to hand fighting in full body armor and gear, and the dangers of close quarters combatives. Training takes into consideration all of the clothing, tactical gear, and equipment that will be worn by the operator during an encounter. Training is conducted during simulated high stress scenarios and forces the operator to adjust to shifts that WILL occur during his live mission.

Tactical Combatives Training for Executive Protection and Security Personnel

Centurions Defense exclusive Tactical Combatives for Executive Protection and Security Personnel is a Tier One program. Our course is designed to train a company’s agents in unarmed and armed combatives for the express purpose of protecting the Principal and or Assets. Centurions Defense, training keeps the agent’s mental faculties in control to better assess situational awareness and avoid any unnecessary harm. In our classrooms, lectures on Discretionary Tactics, total body / combat brain physiology, combat ethics, personal integrity, honor, and leadership are discussed. On our training ground practical application is taught through real time full contact techniques utilizing Centurions’ CADS and PCM training. Our training, allows the operator not only the freedom of physical movement but also mental clarity by channeling combat focus so that your agent and team can best protect your clients and their interests.

Executive Protection

Our Executive Protection program is a service that provides agents holding US & UK class 3 CP officers License, we can provide discretionary security that will ensure our clients’ safety, regardless of the situation that arises. You may find the security and protection you require encompasses protection over land and across the ocean. Our agents are highly skilled in sea security; including close protection while onboard your yacht or even our dynamic program solutions to total yacht security.

Open Water and Port Security and Consulting

Centurions Defense and our strategic partners at Cerberus International offer elite maritime security services ranging from Shipboard Tactical CQB Combatives to Interdiction, anti-piracy security and fast boat training using world record breaking speed boats. Fast boat training is undoubtedly an area in which our companies have spent a considerable amount of time and effort developing their skills. Centurions Defense has a comprehensive range of maritime consultancy services. Our yacht security is, without question, the ultimate in security; we believe the only way to provide such a guarantee is to crew the entire yacht from the skipper down. We can arrange everything from the charter of a super yacht through to supplying the entire crew.
Our Maritime Security and Consulting Services offer:
• Yacht Protection
• Executive Protection
• Anti-Terrorism
• Fast Boat Training
• Maritime Consultancy
• Interdiction and Shipboard Tactical Combatives
• Skippering
• Anti-Piracy training and security
• Test Pilot

Shipboard Tactical CQB Combatives

In order to prevail against hostile threats on open water, sound practical tactics need to be employed by you and your crew as you might be the only line of defense. In keeping with our Mission, So You Come Home, Centurions Defense has designed Shipboard Tactical CQB Combatives training. This course provides the necessary skills requisite to defend a ship at sea or in port against a lone threat or an aggressive force. Our techniques take into account the tight spaces, solid surfaces and unique conditions found only on yachts and ships. Our combatives training is a unique collaboration of our entire signature CADS / SHRIKE / PCM training and can be utilized by civilians or our Advanced Course for special operations forces. This course is perfect for those concerned with combating Piracy or performing shipboard interdictions.

Executive Protection (Maritime)

Executive Protection while at sea is sometimes an essential requirement; Centurions Defense is able to offer a service where we become part of the crew or alternatively we can arrange a location response tailored to your needs. You may require protection during a specific part of your journey or during the whole trip – whatever your needs we can help.

Aircraft Tactical Defense Training

With a hostile threat on board an aircraft, there is no room for error. Whether those threats are from a belligerent traveler or an actual violent confrontation, Centurions Defense, Aircraft Tactical Defense Training is specially designed around the close confines of an aircraft interior and threat to innocent civilians. Our instructors are certified and specifically trained in air marshaling procedures and air travel security and safety. Our combatives training is a unique hybrid of our signature CADS (Counter Aggressor Defense System) and PCM (Prisoner Control and Movement) training and can be utilized by airline flight personnel and onboard security officers and marshals.

With so much at stake how can you not afford to invest in Centurions Defense, Aircraft Tactical Defense Training?
Special Operations Military Freefall Training

Centurions Defense and MFF Solutions are a team of former Special Forces operators & instructors with a proven track record in training SOF personnel for air operations. Each is a subject matter expert (SME) in MFF training and techniques. In addition, we are also United States Parachute Association (USPA) instructor/examiners for Accelerated Freefall and Tandem parachuting.

Our facility offers a 10,000 sq. ft. hangar with classrooms and storage. We have direct access to a 6,000ft runway as well as multiple designated military drop zones with clear air space to 25,000ft. Our facility is solely used for the purposes of military air operations and is located close to Edwards AFB in California. MFF Solutions is mission capable for your military unit needs.

Centurions Defense: SHRIKE Combatives for Air Ops

Military personnel forced to abandon their aircraft during hostile conflicts over enemy territory often have to rely on small arms and improvised weaponry for defense and survival. Centurions Defense SHRIKE (Strategic Hostile Response Intentional Killing Engagement) Combatives was engineered for just such an event.

SHRIKE teaches the Operator to defend themselves by “Acting On” rather than “reacting to” dangerous threats using improvised weapons or open hand. This is what separates our training from other defense tactics systems. By Acting On a threat, the Operator remains in control and can defend themselves against multiple enemies at one time. SHRIKE teaches a considerable array of improvised weapon, hand to hand techniques, and escape procedures to compliment any prior SERE training. SHRIKE training is fast and lethal leaving nothing to chance. No other combatives system teaches this level of specialized training in such a unique format. SHRIKE tactics have been designed by former Tier One Special Operator’s experience returning from the field. When behind enemy lines, Centurions Defense SHRIKE Combatives training expediently eliminates the enemy and further ensures your survival!

The Centurions Defense Difference?

Our training and experience spans years of global conflict and close quarters combat with the military and federal law enforcement. Centurions Defense has successfully trained special operations members from the armed forces as well as local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies. We have conducted training programs across the country and around the world.

Our experience ranges from combat special operations missions in the Middle East, Asia, central and eastern Europe to counter-intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, and intelligence collection for the military, and National Security experience from the FBI. Accordingly, we have the expertise to successfully structure, plan, execute and evaluate close quarters combatives and prisoner control training services. Centurions Defense understands the objectives, constraints, and conditions relevant to real world security procedures both at home and abroad.

Our team members are committed to serving you, our clients. You can be assured that you will receive prompt, timely and professional services from a firm which has the specific relevant experience and skills requisite to thoroughly fulfill international security needs.

CENTURIONS DEFENSE
TACTICAL TRAINING & SECURITY SOLUTIONS
MILITARY • LAW ENFORCEMENT • CORPORATE SECURITY
www.centurionsdefense.com  Phone: 1.866.969.3335  Fax: 1.877.291.9510
“SO YOU COME HOME”

At Centurions Defense we value the lives of everyone who willingly puts themselves in harm’s way to protect & defend. Our mission is to train you to the peak of tactical perfection to shield you from real world threats, So You Come Home.

• Leading authority in tactical combatives
• Tier One instruction from the best tactical professionals
• Experienced leadership & professional management
• Combat proven tactical training
• Thorough knowledge of today’s threats and how to mitigate them
• Certified trainers and instructors
• Veteran owned and operated
• Respect for human rights principles
• Operational understanding and real world expertise
• Commitment to excellence and the clients we serve